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Abstract: One major topic in the research of path planning of autonomous mobile robots is the fast
and efficient coverage of a given terrain. For this purpose, an efficient method for covering a given
workspace is proposed, based on chaotic path planning. The method is based on a chaotic pseudo
random bit generator that is generated using a modified logistic map, which is used to generate
a chaotic motion pattern. This is then combined with an inverse pheromone approach in order to
reduce the number of revisits in each cell. The simulated robot under study has the capability to
move in four or eight directions. From extensive simulations performed in Matlab, it is derived that
motion in eight directions gives superior results. Especially, with the inclusion of pheromone, the
coverage percentage can significantly be increased, leading to better performance.

Keywords: autonomous mobile robot; chaos; path planning; inverse pheromone method; random
bit generator

1. Introduction

Nowadays, autonomous robotic systems [1] integrate numerous sections of society, ranging from
simple domestic applications [2] to complex tasks like rescue missions [3–5], military missions [6–12],
or industrial and space applications [13–15]. In most of the above tasks, the design of an efficient
motion strategy is required so that the robot can cover a given area fast and efficiently [16,17]. More
importantly, in many military, exploratory, and surveillance applications, the performing robot needs
to explore a given area moving unpredictably on the grid. This option is chosen so that it is harder for
an opponent to place obstacles or surveillance cameras based on predicted motion, or so as not to arise
suspicion (in case of a camouflaged robot).

In order to design a seemingly random motion that will also guarantee efficient grid exploration,
many researchers have considered chaotic path planning [2,18–33]. In this approach, a chaotic
dynamical system is utilized to generate a chaotic motion trajectory, that is then performed by the
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robot to achieve efficient coverage. Chaotic systems are dynamical systems that are highly sensitive to
initial conditions and parameter changes [34–36]. This means that a small deviation in the system’s
initial value or in a parameter will lead to a completely different solution. This is why chaotic systems
are very hard to predict and control, a fact that makes them highly applicable to a plethora of fields,
such as engineering, cryptography, communication, and many others [37–44].

In the problem of path planning, many well-known continuous and discrete time dynamical
systems, such as the logistic map, Lorenz, Arnold, Taylor-Chirikov, and many others have been applied
for designing robot path planning controllers, giving very interesting results [2,7,22,23].

In this work, a modification of the well-known logistic map is used to generate a chaotic pseudo
random bit generator (CPRBG), thus generating a chaotic bitstream from the values of the system,
using a simple rule. The generated bit sequence is then used to produce a motion command for the
robot that moves either in four or in eight directions. Furthermore, to improve the grid coverage
and also to reduce the number of times that the robot revisits previous cells, the idea of an inverse
pheromone method is used [24]. The use of a pheromone is inspired from ant colonies, where ants use
pheromone to track their path and attract other ants to it [45–47]. Here, the inverse of this technique is
used. So as the robot moves, it saves in its memory the last F places it visits, where F is the chosen
pheromone level, which decreases with each new step. So, when a movement to a new cell is about
to be performed, the robot checks if the new point has been visited before, based on its memory. So,
if the new cell has been visited in the last F moves, i.e., its pheromone level is non-zero, then the
robot remains in its place and awaits the next movement command. This method is very satisfying in
reducing the number of revisits in previous cells, while also giving faster grid coverage.

For the evaluation of the coverage performance of the proposed method, extensive simulation
results are performed in Matlab, with varying simulation parameters, like the number of movements,
the amount of pheromone, and the initial position of the robot. It is seen that as the number of steps
increases, the grid coverage converges to 100%. In addition, movement in eight directions is more
efficient than movement in four. In both cases, the inclusion of pheromone leads to higher coverage
and a lower number of revisits in visited cells.

The structure of the work is as follows. In Section 2, the proposed modified logistic map is
presented. In Section 3, the design of the proposed PRBG is examined. In Section 4, the robotic
motion controller, which uses the inverse pheromone method, is explained and the simulation results
for different scenarios are presented and evaluated. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work with a
discussion on future aspects.

2. The Modified Logistic Map

The introduction of the notion of chaos in the 1960s led the researchers to find the theoretical tools
of nonlinear systems’ theory, in order to study continuous or discrete time chaotic dynamical systems.
As mentioned in the previous section, the uniqueness of chaotic systems lies in the fact that they are
extremely sensitive to initial conditions and parameter changes.

Discrete-time dynamical systems can be described as an iterative map f : Rn → Rn, given by the
state equation

xk+1 = f (xk) , k = 0, 1, 2, ... (1)

where n is the dimension of the state-space, k denotes the discrete time of the system, xk ∈ Rn is the
state of the system at time k, and xk+1 is the state at the next time instance.

In 1844 Pierre Francois Verhulst introduced a growth model for a closed population facing a living
environment with limited resources for the subsistence of its members [48]. With the contribution
of May [49], the logistic map is now one of the most commonly used discrete time maps in various
engineering applications, such as noise generator in electronics, bit generators, cryptosystems, and is
also applied in the modeling of economic or population systems [50–55].

The logistic map is described by the equation
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xk+1 = r · xk · (1− xk), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, (2)

where the parameter r varies in the interval [0, 4].
According to the value of the parameter r, the logistic map can have the following three

different dynamics.

• For r < 1, x decays to a fixed point (x→0).
• For 1 ≤ r < 3, the previous point loses its stability and a new fixed point appears (x = 1/r).
• For 3 ≤ r ≤ 4, the system goes from a periodic trajectory into chaos.

Especially for r = 4, the values of xk cover the complete interval [0, 1]. The bifurcation diagram of
the logistic map is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Bifurcation diagram of the logistic map.

Here, a modified logistic map is selected because of its rich dynamical behavior [24]. This modified
map is described by:

xk+1 = r · xk · [α− b · x2
k + c · x4

k ]. (3)

Its bifurcation diagram is shown in Figure 2. Looking at this Figure, the set of (α, b, c) =

(1.25, 5.001, 4) gives an interesting dynamical behavior in regard to the value of r. According to
Figure 2, for 1.5 ≤ r ≤ 2.1 the system shows a periodic behavior. After that, it enters a chaotic region
with some small windows of periodic behavior. This region ends for r = 3.25 where it shows a
periodic-2 state and finally for 3.5 ≤ r ≤ 4 it enters chaos.
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Figure 2. Bifurcation diagram of the modified logistic map for parameters (a, b, c) = (1.25, 5.001, 4).

3. Pseudo Random Number Generator

From the values of the modified logistic map of (3), a pseudo random bits sequence bi is produced,
using the following rule

bi =

{
0 xi < 0

1 xi ≥ 0.
(4)

As the bit sequence is produced, it is noticed that many pairs of “00” and “11” appear. By
applying the de-skewing technique [56], these pairs are discarded and also the “01” is converted into
an output “0” and “10” into “1”. As a result of this technique, we have a reduction of the correlation
of the bitstream. The next step is to check if the sequence is indeed random. The FIPS-140-2 (Federal
Information Processing Standards) tests of National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [57]
ensures the “randomness” of the bitstream. As it can be seen from Table 1, for a 1,000,000 bits sequence
the tests ensure that the sequence is random.
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Table 1. Results of NIST 140-2 tests for the generator.

Monobit Test Poker Test Runs Test Long Run Test

B1 = 2337
B2 = 1258

n0 = 9935 32.02% B3 = 627 No
(49.67%) (for n = 4) B4 = 335

B5 = 154
B6 = 177

Passed Passed Passed Passed

One sufficient randomness index is the measure-theoretic entropy of the generator [58].
The measure-theoretic entropy of the proposed generator is given by the equation:

Hn = lim
n→∞

(
−∑Bn P(Bn)lnP(Bn)

n
), (5)

where P(Bn) is the probability of occurence of a binary subsequence B of length n. From Figure 2
the appropriate value of r is selected. For r = 3.7 the system has a chaotic behavior and the
measured-entropy for n = 3 and n = 4 is calculated as H3 = 0.6928 and H4 = 0.6923, respectively.
In order to create our random bit generator, we chose to use the (r, a, b, c) = (3.7, 1.25, 5.001, 4) set
of parameters.

4. Robot’s Motion Controller

After obtaining the bitstream of required length, a sequence of motion commands must be
generated from it. In this paper, the robot is tested for motion in four or eight directions. In the case of
four directions the pairs of “0” and “1” are used to generate a motion command as shown in Table 2.
In the case of eight motions, the commands which are used are shown in Table 3. For both cases,
when the robot reaches the boundaries of the terrain or an obstacle, it stops and waits for the next
motion command.

Table 2. Bits pair transformation into motion commands in four directions.

Bits Pair Motion Command

00 up
01 right
10 down
11 left

Table 3. Bits transformation into motion commands in eight directions.

Bits Pair Motion Command

000 up
001 up-right
011 right
101 down-right
110 down
111 down-left
100 left
010 up-left

The above method could be used for different kinds of terrain, both in size and shape. In the
simulations of this work, a terrain with dimension 100 × 100 unit cells is used as a platform.
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The coverage rate (C), which represents the effectiveness of the proposed method, as the amount of the
surface that was visited by the robot, is calculated by:

C =
1
M
·

M

∑
i=1

I(i), (6)

where I(i) is the coverage situation for each cell and takes the value of “1” if the i cell is covered and
“0” if it is not. According to the length of bitstream (n = 100,000 for four motions and n = 150,000 for
eight motions), the controller produced 50,000 motion commands.

4.1. Inverse Pheromone Method

It has been noticed that in many cases the robot is showing unsatisfactory behavior. For example,
sometimes the motion commands force it to move into cells that have previously been visited.
This affects both the coverage rate and also the number of visits in each cell. For the improvement
of the motion of the robot, the inverse pheromone method has been proposed. According to this
method, the robot places an amount of this substance in each cell that it visits. Then, a virtual trail is
created which fades over time. When the robot receives a motion command that leads it to a cell with
pheromone, it stops and waits for the next motion command which could lead it to an uncovered cell.
The result of this behavior is the improvement of the performance of the robot. It reduces the number
of times that a cell is visited and as a consequence the coverage rate rises drastically.

4.2. Motion in Four Directions

The initial position of the robot was changed and tested for four different cases in order to study
its effectiveness regarding the coverage rate. As it can be seen in Figure 3, the starting point plays a
crucial role in the final result. When the robot starts from the (1,1) position, the 25.08% of the given
space is covered. That rate grows steadily when the start is moved close to the middle of the terrain.
This behavior is expected because in the middle of the workspace there is a high chance the motion
command could lead the robot to an unvisited cell.

In addition, a different scenario was studied. A terrain with three obstacles was given and Figure 4
shows the results of the coverage in this case. As it can be noticed, especially for (99,99) initial point,
the coverage is significantly higher than the previous and the regions that the robot visits multiple
times are reduced.

As seen before, the results from the use of the bit generator are not very satisfactory yet.
So, an inverse pheromone method is used and it was noticed that the improvement of the coverage is
significant. From the starting point at (1,1), the coverage rate rises up to 81.91% (Figure 5). The amount
of pheromone is selected to be 39 units and the coverage result is studied. As a result, the number of
visits of same cells is reduced drastically which helps the robot to visit a great part of the terrain.

The same behavior also appears for a terrain with obstacles. When a pheromone is inserted, the
number of visits of same cells is reduced to 1/10, in relation to motion in the same workspace without
the use of the substance. The insertion of obstacles does not seem to reflect the coverage rate (Figure 6).
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Figure 3. Terrain coverage with no pheromones and starting point at position (a) (1, 1), (b) (10, 10),
(c) (50, 50) and (d) (99, 99).

Figure 4. Terrain coverage with no pheromones and obstacles with starting point at position (a) (1, 1),
(b) (10, 10), (c) (50, 50) and (d) (99, 99).
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Figure 5. Terrain coverage with 39 pheromones and starting point at position (a) (1, 1), (b) (10, 10),
(c) (50, 50) and (d) (99, 99).

Figure 6. Terrain coverage with 39 pheromones and obstacles with starting point at position (a) (1, 1),
(b) (10, 10), (c) (50, 50) and (d) (99, 99).
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4.3. Motion in Eight Directions

One basic improvement into the motion trajectory of the robot can be achieved with the insertion
of diagonal movements. This assumption could force the robot to move more naturally in the terrain.
As a result from starting point at (1,1), 64.64% of the given space is covered which is by far better than
the coverage with four motions (Figure 7). The next task is to reduce the regions with the biggest
number of multiple visits. In order to achieve that, 37 pheromones are used and the results are very
satisfactory as it can be seen in Figure 8. The black and red regions (with large number of visits) are
reduced significantly.

Similar behavior appears for a terrain with three obstacles as it can be seen in Figure 9. At first
from the starting point at (1,1), 84.52% of the given space is covered but many regions are visited
multiple times. When 37 pheromones are inserted into the robot the rate rises to 88.68% for the same
starting point (Figure 10) and the regions with multiple visits of same cells have disappeared.

Figure 7. Terrain coverage with no pheromones and starting point at position (a) (1, 1), (b) (10, 10),
(c) (50, 50) and (d) (99, 99).
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Figure 8. Terrain coverage with 37 pheromones and starting point at position (a) (1, 1), (b) (10, 10),
(c) (50, 50) and (d) (99, 99).

Figure 9. (Terrain coverage with zero amount of pheromone and obstacles with starting point at
position (a) (1, 1), (b) (10, 10), (c) (50, 50) and (d) (99, 99).
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Figure 10. Terrain coverage with 37 pheromones and obstacles with starting point at the position
(a) (1, 1), (b) (10, 10), (c) (50, 50) and (d) (99, 99).

From Figure 11, which shows the evolution of the coverage rate for different levels of pheromone,
it can be noticed that the amount of 37 gives the best results. The difference between this amount and
the others is quite impressive. This assumption is verified from Figure 12. The coverage rate is shown,
according to the amount of pheromone for four and eight motion commands. It is clear that, with the
entry of diagonal motions the coverage is steadily better than using only four direction commands.

Figure 11. Coverage rate for different amounts of pheromones regarding the number of steps, in the
case of eight motion commands.
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Figure 12. Coverage rate regarding the amount of pheromones, in the cases of four and eight
motion commands.

Tables 4 and 5 show the coverage of the terrain for the same amount of pheromone. In the case
of motion without the use of pheromone, compared to four motions the values of Table 5 are big
enough in order to show the improvement when the diagonal movements are inserted. In addition,
the highest value is different enough to show the utility of giving the robot the opportunity to move in
many directions.

Table 4. Coverage rate for different numbers of pheromone traces starting from starting position (1,1)
with four motion commands.

Number of Pheromone Traces Coverage (%)

without 25.08
10 65.42
20 70.33
30 78.21
40 83.40
60 75.82
80 79.50

100 64.41

Table 5. Coverage rate for different numbers of pheromone traces starting from starting position (1,1)
with eight motion commands.

Number of Pheromone Traces Coverage (%)

without 64.64
10 79.66
20 84.91
30 83.05
40 87.01
60 78.75
80 87.57

100 80.09
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4.4. Discussion

The analysis of the coverage performance for a chaotic mobile robot led us to some interesting
results. First of all, the insertion of four more directions gave the opportunity of moving into new
cells. This behavior was reflected in the coverage rate. In the case of eight motion commands and for
the same number of steps (n = 50,000), more than half of the given terrain was visited by the robot.
The method with the eight motion commands was by far better than the method with the four motion
commands. Even with the insertion of pheromone and obstacles, the aforementioned behavior did not
change. This behavior could clearly be seen from Figure 12, in which the coverage in the case of eight
motion commands was better for the majority of the pheromone levels. In Figure 11, the improvement
with the inverse pheromone method in the coverage in regard to the number of motions is obvious.
It can be noticed that for almost 10,000 motions the coverage in the three cases of pheromone numbers
is the same. After that limit and for further step commands the difference between them is pretty clear.

An important issue to consider in future works is an analytical comparative study between our
chaotic path planning method using pheromone and the others that have been developed in recent
years. Such a study will further explore the pros and cons of each different approach with regards to
coverage, number of visits in each cell, complexity, and execution time.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel path planning method for autonomous mobile robots, in order to cover a
given terrain quickly and efficiently, was presented. The proposed method was based on a chaotic
motion generator, which used a modified logistic map in order to design a CRBG, from which the
produced bitstream was converted into motion commands in four and eight directions. For fast and
efficient coverage, the method of inverse pheromone was applied to further improve the coverage
rate. Extensive simulations were performed that indicate an efficient coverage for different scenarios
regarding the robot’s starting position with or without obstacles. Future aspects of this work include
the use of different chaotic maps to generate the motion, different motion generation techniques,
the application to multi-robot setups, the motion generation for a continuous grid, and also the
implementation of the method in an experimental setup.
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